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[Hook:]
All I wanna do, is hang out with my dudes
Have a couple drinks and do what we do
Call up some girls and have them come over
There ain't a damn one of us in here sober
But I'm cool, if she's cool, 
Then we're cool, to be cool
And we can do whatever we wanna do
We can do whatever we wanna do.

[Verse 1:]
All I wanna do, hang with the crew
Feel like I have then you would probably say it too, 
Everything with college been a drag so what if I make it
through
Cause let me be honest, is that really what we wanna
do?
Hell naw, so I'm drinking on a school night, 
Hanging with the people I ain't seen in like a full life
Really missed them all, now I feel like it's the old times
Looking for euphoria? Baby this a gold mine.
And everything's so cool, 
The outfit's so you, conversation's so true
Love your hair, love your shoes.
How ya been? how are you?
That's great, no kidding?
Really man? me too.

[Hook:]
All I wanna do, is hang out with my dudes
Have a couple drinks and do what we do
Call up some girls and have them come over
There ain't a damn one of us in here sober
But I'm cool, if she's cool, 
Then we're cool, to be cool
And we can do whatever we wanna do
We can do whatever we wanna do.

[Verse 2:]
Everybody's here trying not to let the time fade
Tank tops, flip flops, jeans with the sides frayed.
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Girls got their hair done up like their brides maids.
I'm just tryna stand out; white shirt, wine stained
Damn, can somebody take this picture
With this pitcher in my hand over flowin with this liquor?
I feel great, I feel grand
Yeah, the end is coming quicker then we planned
So I planned on a crazy ass night in advanced.
People take their life too serious, why you such a stiff?
Is it because I'm stearin this car that were in
After shots of mysterious liquid I consumed?
I ain't worried though, it's clearly his.
So pipe down take it all in, 
This the kind of night we were prayin we would fall in, 
Feeling so young but can't remember where we all
been, 
Alzheimer's, all nighters, all our problems solved then.

[Hook:]
All I wanna do, is hang out with my dudes
Have a couple drinks and do what we do
Call up some girls and have them come over
There ain't a damn one of us in here sober
But I'm cool, if she's cool, 
Then we're cool, to be cool
And we can do whatever we wanna do
We can do whatever we wanna do.
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